Grades K through 12th are required to wear a uniform daily. As partners in your child’s educational experience, we hope that our parents can assist us with the adherence of the uniform policy by monitoring that all students are in the correct uniform daily.

Our expectation as a school is that we are working together to ensure this policy is followed and minimize all issues with uniforms. Parents should be checking uniforms daily prior to your child/children leaving for school to avoid any issues concerning the uniform once the student is in school. We encourage all parents to print out the policy for easy reference.

School staff will be checking that each student is wearing the correct uniform at the door.

- Students in KG-5th grade who are found in violation of uniform policy, will be warned by the teacher 3 times. At the 4th violation, the student will be given a new uniform by the school and the parent will be charged.
- Students in 6th-12th grade who are found in violation of the uniform policy will not be allowed to attend classes until the correct uniform is provided.

Uniforms are available at the following vendors:

Girls Tunics and Abayas are available at Bent Al-Sultan address: 1141-A MAIN AVE, CLIFTON, NJ, 07011, (973)230-7128

All other uniform items are available at Lands End: You may purchase all these items from:
http://www.landsend.com/shop/school-uniforms/-/N-g54?cm_re=nav--schooluniform--main
KG-5th Grade Standard Uniform

KG-5th Grade Girls Standard Uniform:
- Hunter Green Plaid Jumper with logo with White Shirt or long- or short-sleeve Hunter Green Mesh polo dress with logo.
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- Black tights

KG-5th Grade Boys Standard Uniform:
- Khaki dress pants
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- Hunter green shirt with logo
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**Gym Uniform Boys and Girls:**

- Black Sweatpants and Hunter Green T-Shirts with Logo. No tights as gym pants will be allowed.

- Sneakers

---

**6th- 12th Grade Standard Uniform**

**6th-12th Girls Standard Uniform:**

- Hunter green Abaya or Hunter Green Tunic *(Available at Bent Al-Sultan)* [Any length alterations on the tunic can be made at Bent Al-Sultan up to the knee]
- Loose Khaki Dress Pants. No tights or jeggings allowed.
- Black or White Hijab Only. Hijabs must be securely placed on the head and all hair must be tucked away.

**6th-12th Girls Gym:**

- Black Sweatpants

- Long-sleeved Hunter Green T-shirt tunic offered by Bent Al-Sultan
• Black or White Hijab
• Athletic Sneakers

Please be aware that girls will only be allowed to wear the gym shirt offered by Bent Al-Sultan. Girls are not allowed to substitute for any other long sleeved hunter green shirt. The Bent Al-Sultan shirt was approved for its cut, material and length.

**6th - 12th Boys Regular Uniform:**

• Khaki dress pants.
  o Only the following color will be accepted

• Hunter green shirt
  o Only the following color will be accepted with Logo
6th-12th Boys Gym:

- Black sweatpants
  - Only the following color will be accepted

- Hunter green t-shirt with logo

- Sports sneakers ONLY. Converse and dress sneakers are not allowed.
- Please be aware that T-Shirts with brand logos or prints on them will not be allowed under any circumstances. The only logo that can show is the Noble Leadership Academy Logo.
Accessories & Outerwear Policy

Sweater Policy:

The sweater policy will be strictly enforced. Please ensure your child/children follow the policy. Students are also not to use the sweater to cover up incorrect uniforms. Students caught doing so will face appropriate consequences. ONLY Solid colored black and hunter green WITH NOBLE LOGO of the following items are allowed- as appears on Lands End School website:

- Black or Hunter Green Crew or V-Neck with Logo
- Black or Hunter Green Zip Up with Logo
- Black or Hunter Green Vest or Fleece Jacket with Logo
- Black or Hunter Green Sweater with Logo

No hooded sweatshirts will be allowed for any student, including elementary, middle and high school. ALL TOPS in School MUST have a Noble Logo on it.

Shoes/Boots:

Please note all students must wear low heeled shoes. They must be a solid color with no sparkles, pompoms or loose threads. No sandals are allowed during any time of the year. All shoes must be closed toe and closed-back. UGG slippers and Crocs or any similar footwear are not allowed at all.

12th Grade Privileges Boys & Girls

- Senior students are allowed to wear Islamically appropriate clothing of their choosing every Wednesday. No hoodies or sandals/uggs/open footwear are allowed any day of the week.
- Senior girls are allowed to wear any color hijab every day of the week.

Every Friday, Students will be allowed to wear the following:

- Girls are allowed to wear any color Abaya and hijab of her choosing. No dresses allowed
- Boys are allowed to wear any color Jalabiya of his choosing
Non-Uniform Days:

On days students are given permission not to wear their uniforms to school the following are the guidelines.

Boys: Can wear any clothing that is loose fitting. T-Shirts must have appropriate logos. Shorts are never allowed in school.

Girls: Can wear long, loose fitting dress pants or long skirts with loose fitting shirts. No skinny jeans or dress pants are allowed at any time.

All students in 6th–12th grade must bring their uniform with them on these days as a precaution if they do not meet the guidelines.